
Police meeting on Break-ins

Tuesday, September 9, 2014  7-9 p.m.

Our Redeemer Lutheran Church

Sponsored by Prairie Hills and Greentree Neighborhood 
Associations

Captain Vic Wahl and Lt. Mike Hanson of the Madison West District spoke to us.

Capt. Wahl reported:

There are five police districts with the west side being the biggest and busiest with 
1/3 of the landmass and 85,000 people.

Burglaries

 Numbers are consistent with last year

 Geographic clustering in Raymond Rd. with a spike in that area

 They are using traditional investigative strategies and it takes a lot of time and 
  effort

 Made 8 arrests in the district for break-ins.  All juveniles.

 Getting word out through the media and meetings like this one

 Pilot program notification: Are handing out info on how to reduce or 
 prevention break-ins in areas where break-ins have occurred. 

 It takes 3 to 6 months of plotting to gain adequate data.

 Police are increasing their presence in the area mounted, bike, and plain 
 clothes

 They are seeing improvements

 Only 4 residential burglaries last month

 Continuing to work on it

Questions

What are important things to do to prevent break-ins?



 Easiest is keep windows and doors locked even when home.

 Alarms do not have a big effect on break-ins

 99% or the alarms from alarm systems are false

What progress has there been on recovering stolen property?

 Can be effective if you have serial numbers of electronics written down so 
 they can put on a list to keep track of so pawn stores review transactions

 No serial numbers means no chance of recovering

 Checking purchase from craigslist, e-bay, etc…

 Just call district stations to get info

 Things in plain view

 Take the extra step to put purses and iphones someplace else

 They are looking for a quick thing to grab due to being scared

Who is doing the burglaries? 

 Kids or more organized

 Juveniles are mostly the ones doing these

 Some fairly organized groups will get the kids working with the adults who sell 
 the stolen items

 Nothing so far points to a gang association, but it is still a violation 
 regardless who does it

What about drug arrests in area?

 Frustration with the DA but they are understaffed

 Bring attentions to priority cases

How much property value is lost due to crime in area?

 Property value is based on comp sales

 So many factors that go into it which makes it the way it is

 Have to ask assessor how much this is a factor in property value



Can MPD get fingerprints of break-ins?

 Sometimes they do, need to isolate the area where suspect came in and 
 whether the surface will hold a fingerprint

 It also depends on if there is an emergency going on at same time

Is there patterns or certain time of day trends?

 Difficult to find 

 Victim doesn’t necessarily know the time of day or week due to work or on 
 vacation.

 MO- entries are not one consistent theme, clearly a thing of opportunity

 Going to doors ringing doorbell no answer kick in backdoor

 No particular strategy

Do the burglars carry weapons?

 Arrests are after so they are not sure

 Has usually been a quick in and out so probably not

What is the response time?

 There is only a certain number of patrol officers

 Dispatch takes calls/info and prioritize and then goes through in order

 Wait until next officer becomes available and depends on what else is going on, 
 where they are.  

 Maybe the police have pulled up and are observing and the resident may not 
 see them roll up.

Should we report suspicious activity?

 We are worried and don’t know if should call or not call police 

 Call, the police are there and paid to help.

What number do we call and when?

 Will not get in trouble for calling 911 if suspicious activity stops or they leave



 If you see suspicious behavior, call even if you don’t know where they are. This 
 gives the police a record so they can pinpoint if others call as well.

Are there sting operations?

 Tried over the years, not conducive to resources, if had more tangible and 
 better data then maybe.

Do motion-sensor cameras help?

 Will help identify, installed cameras have gotten good photos etc…, great tool

How about neighborhood cameras?

 Working to expand, technical infrastructure, and privacy implications are why 
 there are none.

 If go away for an extended time call main number over at the district and they 
 will do what they can to help look in on your place.

Requests:

Share info more often and quicker with residents.

Take advantage of what they have already, it is a two way street, crimereports.com, 
reminder on how to access tools, go to police website

Best practices on safety

Keep doors and windows locked, enough external lighting, interior lighting, leave 
radio or tv on when not home, don’t have overgrown shrubs and trees, do not keep 
valuables visible, write down serial numbers, cameras, know your neighbors, on 
vacation take steps to make it seem occupied, have a dog, address post light to help 
officers see.

What to do when burglarized?

 Do not go in.  Call the police, get response.  Let the police go in first. You 
 might not see the burglars.  The police will want to go in and see point of 
 access, will take you through after they make sure it is safe, then do 
 inventory on what is missing.

How do we deal with gunshots?

 Call 911, don’t call will not have a record



 Look out for people you don’t normally see walking a dog in your 
 neighborhood.

Discussion

 We want to know what is going on, mechanism to communicate

 Neighborhood watch

 Know neighbors 

 Try using Nextdoor.org.

 What is or isn’t noteworthy

 Lot of officers doesn’t mean high importance

 Muggings are very uncommon, media blows out of proportion

 Know your surroundings


